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Framework for Identifying Teaching Practices that Harness the Power of Errors 

Aspect of teaching Productive practices Common pitfalls 
Lesson design to 
surface flawed 
conceptions and 
partial 
understanding 

• Focusing on a limited number of rich 
mathematical tasks with features 
(numbers, contexts) likely to surface 
common misconceptions and partial 
understanding 

• Having students grapple with tasks as 
problem solvers by approaching tasks 
in their own ways 

• Making provisions for students to 
explain and justify mathematical ideas 

• Including too many 
problems in the lesson 
plan, thus not allowing 
enough time for error 
discussion 

• Demonstrating step-by-
step solution to problem, 
thus diminishing 
likelihood that errors will 
occur 

Intentional focus on 
productive errors 

• Identifying errors for public 
discussion that have high instructional 
yield 

• Making a plan for using errors 
publicly to illuminate specific 
mathematical ideas 

• Being attentive to unanticipated errors 
and their potential 

• Eliciting solutions from 
volunteers only, thus 
missing the opportunity 
to make visible flawed 
conceptions 

• Disregarding 
unanticipated errors that 
reveal important flawed 
conceptions 

Public discussion of 
errors to promote 
conceptual 
understanding  

• Sequencing discussion of flawed (and 
correct) solutions to build 
understanding 

• Making the conceptual underpinnings 
of errors clear 

• Ensuring that conceptual lessons of 
errors are explicitly generalized 
beyond the task of focus 

• Discussing only 
procedural steps that 
caused errors 

• Leaving connections to 
mathematical ideas and 
concepts implicit 

Mobilization of a 
community of 
learners to address 
errors 

• Providing opportunities for students to 
discuss mathematical ideas with 
partners or small groups 

• Guiding students to identify, analyze, 
and correct errors 

• Using strategies to engage all learners 
(not just a few) in examining errors 

• Maintaining a classroom environment 
supportive of student risk taking 

• Limiting active 
participation in 
discussion of errors to a 
few students 

• Keeping implicit norms 
for productive and 
supportive discussion of 
individual students’ 
errors 
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